
Session 3. Crossing Borders

Managing Customs & Taxes

§ Different procedures for temporary customs clearance

§ Challenges for RI’s

§ Possible solutions?



After the Brexit 

§ All goods must be customs declared, there are no more benefits for European partners

§ Challenges

§ Huge additional work loads, due to customs clearing processes for all parties involved, throughout the complete process chain
§ Delivery times are not predictable anymore, due to huge backlogs at the border and transport hubs as well as customs
§ Significant loss due to spoiled samples or other perishable products 
§ collateral damage due to failure of experiment in the RI‘s

Union goods 
Union goods are produced within the territory of the European Union and are free to be transported within the European Union.

Do Union goods keep their status forever?
No, goods released for free circulation, like goods made in the Union, may lose their status as Union goods.

Import & Export  UK



ATA carnet

§ Used to transport goods across several borders and returning them 

Challenges 

§ Damaged goods, lost goods or in other ways altered goods during transit or use

§ time-consuming to obtain and close the Carnet, can only be done in person at the chamber of commerce

Inward processing/ Outward processing  

§ Applied when Non-Union goods are imported or exported for the purposes of manufacturing, repair and etc.

Challenges

§ Administrative effort is huge, supporting documents for the customs authorities are exhausting
§ Getting the correct HS code 
§ Will the items come back in the same condition
§ Goods are returned using a different carrier and method
§ Research Facilities must clear the goods into free circulation resulting in “double payment” and waste of taxpayers money
§ Time consuming to process and close documents, opened for temporary export on both sides due to exhausting correspondence with 

customs and finance authorities

Temporary Admission 
(allows goods to be brought in temporarily to the Union with total or partial relief from import duty)



Special cases

Exemptions for scientific use (Germany)
A form (0121) is used to receive an exemption from customs duties, for the scientific use only. The RI must prove this to the customs authorities, no customs duty 

is charged.

Challenges 

§ Constant monitoring of goods By RI and customs

§ Any changes (location or changes to the item) must be reported to the customs immeditately. 

§ Customs periodically send an auditor to verify the physical location and condition of goods. 

§ XFEL „access data bank“ plus asset management system, to this day contains appr. 1000 items

§ Huge administrative process to keep it updated and to prepare the reports to the customs when needed. 

§ Failure to comply leads to immediate consequences, as goods go into „free circulation“ and the duty must be paid immediately.

§ Each shipment needs a new application, again a high level of administration on both sides

Customs duty free import into Sweden
Permit is applied for at Swedish Customs, needs extensive data to prove the case one month prior to arrival, to be approved by the Swedish Customs authorities

Challenges

This is only related to scientific equipment and its spare parts

Permit is for ONE import only! if you have multiple imports of the same kind –each import needs its own permit = high level of administration 

(ESS has used 39 permits since 2018-06-19 saving approx.. KEUR 500) 

Not usable for “off shelve” products transported by air within days after ordering….. 

Raw materiels or equipment do NOT qualify as “scientific goods” and are not covered by this method for the wavering of customs duty ….. 



A short glimpse into the daily life of a logistics person in a Research Facility

§ Goods or Samples arrive with the wrong HS code
(if we are really unlucky Dual Use is involved and it is Friday)

Challenges
• Are the goods perishable and cooled? Is the carrier aware of it? 
• Wrong HS code was used? Where is the mistake? 
• Are the goods needed for Beamtime? When is the Beamtime scheduled?  
• Customs Office operation hours on Friday are limited! For Dual Use the Authorization must be obtained. 
• In the worse case beam time, is lost costing the RI roughly >200k € or more….

§ Troublesome Imports
Raw Niobium (untreated) was bought in China, then transported to Italy, where it was cast into shape and further processed by subsequent 
forming it into a cavity. During the process of casting, shaping and forming, a certain amount of the Niobium was lost. From Italy it was 
brought to France for further treatment and processing, again a certain amount of the raw material was lost. 

Challenges
• Lost material was not traceable anymore, 
• Carnet could not be used, the material had to be cleared into free circulation 
• The Research Facility paid a huge sum of money in duties and taxes (taxpayers money). 



Vision Board for the Future - No Borders for Science!
“Freedom, the first-born of science.” Thomas Jefferson (6 February 1795)

What can be done to make life easier for the Research Facilities and the Customs Authorities when it comes to the global 
transport of goods?

Would a possible „free trade agreement“ covering the exchange of scientific research goods (from raw materiels to samples to 
machines and knowledge) be possible? How could this be achieved?

§ We are prepared to assist in any way possible, together with the EU, to create a think-tank gathering ideas and looking for possible 
solutions in creating slim processes for both sides. 

§ The ultimate goal should be to „reduce the costs on both sides and consequently save tax-payers money“. 
§ Let us become more efficient in every aspect.

Could a special designed group of HS codes, valid for scientific research goods only, be a feasable possibility? 

§ As a Research Facility, we strongly believe that the set up of a individual group of HS codes, mainly designed for  our field of business, 
in  cooperation with the scintific research industry and the EU, could be a great tool of identification. 

§ Reducing possible mistakes for outgoing and incoming goods. 
§ Again, the goal should be to „reduce the costs on both sides and consequently save tax-payers money. 

We are ready to work – together

https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Jefferson/01-28-02-0196


Back Up Slide

Validity times

ATA or CPD carnet 
§ The maximum period during which goods may remain under this procedure cannot last for more than 24 months. Nevertheless, the 

time-limit in many cases is even shorter.

§ Challenges- if an experiment takes longer than 24 months, this method cannot be used

Inward Processing
§ An authorization from the customs authorities is required for the use of the outward processing procedure. The customs authorities will 

specify the period within which the outward processing procedure is to be discharged. Experience shows, that it could be anytime
between 6 months and 12 months, the time can also be extended if you can prove to the customs authorities that the repairs, 
maintenance or use on site exceeds the timeframe estimated in the beginning.

Outward Processing
§ An authorization from the customs authorities is required for the use of the outward processing procedure. The customs authorities will 

specify the period within which the outward processing procedure is to be discharged. Experience shows, that it could be anytime
between 6 months and 12 months, the time can also be extended if you can prove to the customs authorities that the repairs, 
maintenance or use on site exceeds the timeframe estimated in the beginning.

§ Challenges – the customs office often suggests the duration, it is possible to extend the time period up to 3 years upon request


